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Abstract. We describe the fundamental differences between
weak (wave) turbulence in incompressible and weakly com-
pressible MHD at the level of three-wave interactions. The
main difference is in the structure of the resonant manifolds
and the mechanisms of redistribution of spectral densities
along the applied magnetic ﬁeld B0. Similar to pure acoustic
waves, a three-wave resonance between collinear wavevec-
tors is observed but, in addition, we also have a resonance
through tilted planes and spheres. The properties of reso-
nances and their consequences for the asymptotics are also
discussed.
1 Introduction
It is widely recognised that magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)
provides a ﬁrst satisfactory description of many turbulent
plasmas encountered in astrophysics (Priest, 1982; Grappin
et al., 1983; Heiles et al., 1993; Pouquet, 1993; Marsch and
Tu, 1994; Parker, 1994; Tu and Marsch, 1995; Goldstein et
al., 1997), as well as in laboratory devices, such as tokamaks
(Taylor, 1986; Gekelman and Pﬁster, 1988). MHD turbu-
lence differs signiﬁcantly from hydrodynamic turbulence in
the fact that a strong magnetic ﬁeld has a non-trivial effect
on the dynamics. It was Iroshnikov (1963) and Kraichnan
(1965) (hereafter IK) who ﬁrst recognised that the presence
of Alfv´ en waves travelling in opposite directions along local
large magnetic ﬁelds leads to the weakening of energy trans-
fer to small scales and, therefore, to a modiﬁcation of the
scaling of the (Kolmogorov) energy spectrum from k−5/3,
for neutral ﬂuids, to k−3/2.
In the IK phenomenology, MHD turbulence is assumed to
be 3D isotropic. However, in many realistic situations, the
presence of strong magnetic ﬁelds is observed, which makes
MHD turbulence strongly anisotropic. Anisotropy is man-
ifested in a two-dimensionalisation of the turbulence spec-
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trum in a plane transverse to the locally dominant magnetic
ﬁeld and in inhibiting spectral energy transfer along the di-
rection parallel to the ﬁeld (Montgomery and Turner, 1981;
Montgomery and Matthaeus, 1995; Matthaeus et al., 1996;
Kinney and McWilliams, 1998). Replacing the 3D isotropy
assumption by a 2D one, and retaining the rest of the IK
dimensional analysis, gives a k−2
⊥ spectrum (B0 = B0 ˆ ek,
the applied magnetic ﬁeld, kk = k · ˆ ek, k⊥ = k − kk ˆ ek,
k⊥ = |k⊥|).
MHD turbulence in the presence of a strong uniform mag-
netic ﬁeld has been recently investigated by several authors.
Ng and Bhattacharjee (1996, 1997); Bhattacharjee and Ng
(2000) developed a theory of weakly interacting Alfv´ en wave
packets which takes into account anisotropy. This leads to
certain predictions for the turbulence spectra based on some
additional phenomenological assumptions. In Webb et al.
(2000), weakly nonlinear three-wave resonant interactions
in 1D compressible MHD are studied in the presence of
entropy waves and in the case where waves have a well-
deﬁned phase. More recently, Galtier et al. (2000) developed
a rigorous theory of weak Alfv´ en turbulence in incompress-
ible MHD. The derivation of such a theory, at the level of
three-wave interactions, via a systematic asymptotic expan-
sion in powers of small nonlinearity leads to some exact re-
sults which will be discussed in detail in the next section.
One of the main results obtained is that the k−2
⊥ spectrum
is an exact ﬁnite ﬂux Kolmogorov solution of the wave tur-
bulence equation and that it corresponds to local turbulence:
the collision integral converges on this spectrum. This prop-
erty is a necessary and sufﬁcient condition to apply the Za-
kharov transformation which reveals the k−2
⊥ solution. Con-
vergence means that the interactions between triads of waves
with large wavevector separations decay sufﬁciently fast for
the collision integral to exist and, therefore, the main contri-
bution comes from triads with similar wavevectors. On the
other hand, according to the IK picture, the existence of the
(short) Alfv´ en waves themselves in MHD turbulence is due
to the action of a strong magnetic ﬁeld carried by the large
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is assumed here and which is not going to be examined.
Observations of turbulence in the solar wind and the in-
terstellar medium reveal the presence of density variations
(Armstrong et al., 1981; Bavassano et al., 1982; Grappin et
al., 1990; Marsch and Tu, 1990a,b, 1993). Therefore, any
theory based on incompressible MHD has to be seen as a
ﬁrst attempt to describe such turbulent plasmas. However,
it is a (much) more difﬁcult task to include compressibility
effects in a rigorous theory like weak turbulence. Here, we
would like to emphasise that weak turbulence has to be seen
as a useful theoretical framework to understand media like
the solar wind or the interstellar medium. It cannot be seen
stricto sensu as a model for such media, since we observe
only a moderate anisotropy (moderate background magnetic
ﬁeld). However, this asymptotic model (limit of strong back-
ground magnetic ﬁeld), by revealing properties which are
quite different to the isotropic case (strong turbulence), tells
us what direction the dynamics must point towards when
the anisotropy becomes stronger and thus, it gives important
physical information about the medium itself. For example,
several observations reveal spectra with a power-law index
between−1.9and−2(BurlagaandGoldstein,1984;Burlaga
etal.,1987;SpanglerandGwinn,1990), whichisdeﬁnitively
steeper than the (Kolmogorov or Iroshnikov-Kraichnan) phe-
nomenological predictions for isotropic turbulence. As it is
stated in Bhattacharjee and Ng (2000), such a steepening of
the spectrum can be due to shocks and discontinuities, but it
could also be due to turbulence.
In Sect. 3, we present the basis on which a weakly com-
pressible turbulence theory can be derived. In addition to
Alfv´ en waves, fast and slow magneto-acoustic waves must
now to be taken into account. The resonant manifolds are
much richer than in the incompressible case and they allow
transfer along the strong uniform magnetic ﬁeld. The way
in which this transfer is possible is similar to the one for
acoustic waves, namely along rays in all directions, but also
through tilted planes and spheres. The two last mechanisms
of transfer are due to the interaction between magnetic and
acoustic waves. We also show that the presence of double
resonances may lead to different asymptotics according to
the dimension of the problem.
2 Weak Alfv´ enic turbulence
There is an extensive literature devoted to weak turbulence
(see e.g. Vedenov, 1967; Benney and Newell, 1969; Sagdeev
and Galeev, 1969; Zakharov, 1974; Akhiezer et al., 1975;
McIvor, 1977; Zakharov et al., 1992). Basically, the essence
of weak turbulence is the statistical study of large ensembles
of weakly interacting waves via a systematic asymptotic ex-
pansion in powers of small nonlinearity. This approach leads
ﬁnally to the derivation of “kinetic equations” for quantities
like the wave energy. Previously, it was believed that this
asymptotic expansion was consistent only for dispersive or
semi-dispersive (e.g. acoustic) waves. The study by Galtier
et al. (2000) shows that non-dispersive Alfv´ en waves are, in
fact, a unique exception to this rule which gives very particu-
lar properties to weak Alfv´ enic turbulence. The physical rea-
son is that for non-dispersive waves, all wavepackets propa-
gate with the same group velocity even if their wavenumbers
are different. Thus, no matter how weak the nonlinearity is,
the energy exchanged between the wavepackets will be ac-
cumulated over a long time and it may not be considered
small, as it would be required in the weak turbulence theory.
Alfv´ en waves are an exception because the nonlinear interac-
tion coefﬁcient for co-propagating waves is null, whereas the
counter-propagating wavepackets pass through each other in
a ﬁnite time and exchange only small amounts of energy over
the waveperiod timescale which makes the weak turbulence
approach applicable in this case.
2.1 Kinetic equation for the energy spectrum
In this section, we would like to brieﬂy review the kinetic
equation for the energy spectrum. Details of the derivation
are given in Galtier et al. (2000), but for the coherence of
this paper, some important steps of the derivation will be out-
lined.
We start with the 3D incompressible MHD equations for
the velocity v and the Alfv´ en velocity b
(∂t + v · ∇)v = −∇(P/ρ0 + b2/2) + b · ∇b + ν∇2v , (1)
(∂t + v · ∇)b = b · ∇v + η∇2b, (2)
∇ · v = 0, (3)
∇ · b = 0, (4)
where P is the thermal pressure, b = B/
√
µ0ρ0, ρ0 the
uniform density, µ0 the magnetic permeability, ν the viscos-
ity and η the magnetic diffusivity. We follow the eulerian
wave turbulence approach which can be found, for instance,
in Benney and Newell (1969). We assume the presence of a
strong uniform magnetic ﬁeld B0 and that the wave ampli-
tudes are small, which allow us to introduce a small parame-
ter   1. Note that this approach does not contain any con-
straints which might reﬂect polarization preferences. Intro-
ducing potentials ψs and φs which are related to the Els¨ asser
ﬁelds (whose amplitude are proportional to ) zs = v + sb
(s = ±1) via
zs = ∇ × (ψsˆ ek + ∇ × φsˆ ek), (5)
we derive (Galtier et al., 2000) a closed system of kinetic
equations for the second correlations of the Fourier trans-
forms ˆ ψs(k) and ˆ φs(k) in the inviscid case. The physically
important combinations of these correlators are the total en-
ergy es(k), poloidal and toroidal energies, 8s(k) and 9s(k),
pseudo magnetic Is(k) and magnetic Rs(k) helicities whose
deﬁnitions are
h ˆ ψs(k) ˆ ψs(k0)i = δ(k + k0)9s(k0), (6)
h ˆ φs(k) ˆ φs(k0)i = δ(k + k0)8s(k0), (7)
h ˆ ψs(k) ˆ φs(k0)i + h ˆ φs(k) ˆ ψs(k0)i = δ(k + k0)Rs(k), (8)
h ˆ ψs(k) ˆ φs(k0)i − h ˆ φs(k) ˆ ψs(k0)i = δ(k + k0)Is(k), (9)S. Galtier et al.: On wave turbulence in MHD 143
es(k) = k2
⊥(9s(k) + k28s(k)), (10)
where hi denotes an ensemble average. Because of the as-
sumption of spatial homogeneity, it is equivalent to think of
it as an average over the base coordinate.
The resulting kinetic equations are lengthy (Galtier et al.,
2000) and for what follows, it sufﬁces to write only the equa-
tion for the energy spectrum es(k),
∂es(k)
∂t
=
πε2
b0
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−
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Q−s
k (κ)δ(κk)δk,κLdκ dL , (11)
with
δk,κL = δ(L + κ − k),
Q−s
k (κ) = X29−s(κ) + X(kkκ2
⊥ − κkY)I−s(κ)
+ (κkY − kkκ2
⊥)2φ−s(κ),
X = k⊥κ⊥ sinθ,
Y = k⊥κ⊥ cosθ,
W = k2
⊥ − L2
⊥ − k⊥κ⊥ cosθ, (12)
where θ is the angle between k⊥ and κ⊥, and with
dκ⊥ = L⊥dκ⊥dL⊥/k⊥ sinθ,
cosθ = (κ2
⊥ + k2
⊥ − L2
⊥)/2κ⊥k⊥.
The integral on the RHS of (11) (called the collision inte-
gral or CI) is generally non-zero. It is an equation for the
slow time change of the leading term es(k) in an asymp-
totic expansion for the energy density and is chosen so as
to remove all secular terms (2t)N,N = 1,2,3,..., which
appear due to the three-wave processes. Higher order cor-
rections to the kinetic equations can arise from higher order
processes, such as four-wave interactions, but they do not af-
fect the result on the time scale ttr =
√
µ0ρ0/2B0k⊥. Even
at longer time scales, these corrections are only signiﬁcant
if they cause a redistribution of energy in k space not medi-
ated by three-wave processes. The main point, however, is
that on the time scale ttr, three-wave interactions dominate.
This subtle point is at the origin of a recent controversy (Srid-
har and Goldreich, 1994; Goldreich and Sridhar, 1995). The
original error of Goldreich and Shridhar (GS) was in fail-
ing to recognise that the power (the Fourier transform of the
two-point correlation) contained in a zero mean signal need
not be zero, even at zero wavenumber (frequency). A longer
discussion is given in Nazarenko et al. (2000).
2.2 General properties
The delta function in the CI arises because of the three-wave
frequency resonance condition. Thus, in any resonantly in-
teracting wave triad (k, κ, L), there is always one wave that
corresponds to a purely 2D motion, having no dependence on
the direction parallel to the uniform magnetic ﬁeld, whereas
the other two waves have equal parallel components of their
corresponding wavenumbers, viz. Lk = kk. Such a property
was recently discussed in Kinney and McWilliams (1998).
This means that the parallel components of the wavenum-
ber enter in the kinetic equation of the total energy es(k) as
an external parameter and that the dynamics is decoupled at
each level of kk. In other words, there is no energy trans-
fer associated with the three-wave resonant interaction along
the kk-direction in k-space for the total energy: the reso-
nant manifolds of the energy redistribution process foliate
k-space. The absence of the parallel transfer was also dis-
cussedinKinneyandMcWilliams(1998)whoalsopresented
a numerical conﬁrmation of this fact. Furthermore, for every
triad of Alfv´ en waves k,L and κ (such that κk = 0), the
energy is conserved within two co-propagating waves hav-
ing wavevectors k and L, due to the symmetry of CI with
respect to changing k ↔ L and κ ↔ −κ.
The ﬁrst consequence of the fact that there is no transfer of
the total energy in the kk-direction in k-space is an asymp-
totic two-dimensionalisation of the energy spectrum es(k).
Namely, the 3D initial spectrum spreads over the transverse
wavenumbers, k⊥, but remains of the same size in the kk-
direction, and the support of the spectrum becomes very ﬂat
(pancake-like)foralargeamountoftime. Thetwo-dimensio-
nalisation of weak MHD turbulence has been observed in
laboratoryexperiments(RobinsonandRusbridge,1971), and
in the the solar wind data (Belcher and Davis, 1971; Bavas-
sano et al., 1982; Horbury et al., 1995; Bieber et al., 1996),
as well as in many direct numerical simulations of the three-
dimensional MHD equations (Oughton et al., 1994; Kinney
and McWilliams, 1998). From the mathematical point of
view, the two-dimensionalisation of the total energy means
that, for a large amount of time, the energy spectrum es(k) is
supported on a volume of wavenumbers such that for most of
them k⊥  kk. This implies that 9s(k) and 8s(k) are also
supported on the same anisotropic region of wavenumbers
because both of them are non-negative. This fact allows one
to expand the integrands in the kinetic equations in powers
of small kk/k⊥. At leading order (and taking 8s(k) = 0),
one obtains
∂
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An important consequence of the dynamical decoupling at
different kk values within the kinetic equation formalism is
that the set of purely 2D modes (corresponding to kk = 0)
evolvesindependentlyfromthe3Dpartofthespectrum(with144 S. Galtier et al.: On wave turbulence in MHD
kk 6= 0) and can be studied separately. This property was
also observed in direct numerical simulations (Kinney and
McWilliams, 1998).
It is important to note that the kinetic equations themselves
are applicable to a description of kk = 0 modes only if the
correlations of the dynamical ﬁelds decay in all directions,
so that their spectra are sufﬁciently smooth for all wavenum-
bers, including the ones with kk = 0. To be precise, the char-
acteristic scale kk over which the spectra can experience sig-
niﬁcant changes must be greater than 2 because the kinetic
equation arises from a limit process B0kkt → ∞, 2B0k⊥t
ﬁnite, where kk and k⊥ are dominant parallel and perpendic-
ular wavenumbers. The parallel wavenumber kk enters equa-
tion (13) only as an external parameter. In other words, the
wavenumber space is foliated into the dynamically decou-
pled planes and kk = constant. Thus, the large-time asymp-
totic solution can be found in the following form,
9s(k⊥,kk) = f(kk)9s(k⊥,0), (14)
where f is some arbitrary function of kk satisfying the condi-
tions f(0) = 1. Substituting this formula into (13), one can
readily see that the solution of the 3D equations is reduced to
solving a 2D problem for 9s(k⊥,0).
Using the Zakharov transform, we solved this 2D problem
and found the exact stationary solutions in power laws which
are
Es
⊥(k⊥,0) = k3
⊥9s(k⊥,0) ∼ k
ns
⊥ , (15)
where n+ + n− = −4. In the particular case of a zero cor-
relation between the velocity and the magnetic ﬁeld, one has
n+ = n− = −2. The Kolmogorov constants appearing in
front of the spectra are computed exactly and found to de-
pend on the amount of correlation between the velocity and
the magnetic ﬁeld. We also prove that the collision integral
converges for all −3 < ns < −1, which gives an a posteriori
justiﬁcation for the application of the Zakharov transform.
Numerical simulations show the k−2
⊥ solution to be attractive
and that the small scales are reached in a ﬁnite time, i.e. in
a catastrophic way. In particular, and very much to our sur-
prise, it was observed (Galtier et al., 2000) that the spectral
energy density propagates to large wavenumbers following a
stationary k
−7/3
⊥ -spectrum and not a k−2
⊥ -spectrum; the latter
obtained during the self-similar decay phase. When the dissi-
pative scale is reached, the k
−7/3
⊥ solution suddenly turns into
the ﬁnite energy ﬂux spectrum k−2
⊥ with a change of the slope
propagating from small scales to large scales. This picture is
very different from the scenario proposed by Falkovich and
Shafarenko (1991) for ﬁnite capacity spectra and has many
of the hallmarks of a dramatic new type of phase transition.
Note that a similar behaviour is also observed in the for-
mation of Bose condensates (Svistunov, 1991; Lacaze et al.,
1999).
3 Compressible MHD
We would like now to emphasise the important effect of
weak compressibility in weak MHD turbulence. Compress-
ible MHD turbulence has been the subject of many recent
theoretical (see e.g. Marsch and Mangeney, 1987; Tu, 1987;
Marsch and Tu, 1989; Zhou and Matthaeus, 1989; Zank and
Matthaeus, 1993; Bhattacharjee et al., 1998) and numeri-
cal (see e.g. V´ azquez-Semadeni et al., 1995; Matthaeus et
al., 1996; Roberts et al., 1996; Ghosh and Goldstein, 1997)
works. For example, a turbulence description for an inhomo-
geneous solar wind has led to the development of two-scale
dynamical theories in terms of correlation functions where
different plasma β (the ratio of thermal to magnetic pres-
sure) regimes have been considered (Marsch and Mangeney,
1987; Zank and Matthaeus, 1993). Els¨ asser variables appear
to be very convenient in incompressible MHD, comparable
to the context of weak turbulence (Galtier et al., 2000). Their
generalisation to compressible MHD including density vari-
ation has been obtained by Marsch and Mangeney (1987).
However, canonical variables (see below) seem to be more
appropriate than compressive Els¨ asser variables in building a
weak compressible turbulence theory.
Our aim here is not to derive a complete weak MHD tur-
bulence theory (the detailed analysis is being carried out by
us in a separate work; see, however, Kaburaki and Uchida
(1971) for a discussion about weak nonlinear coupling of
MHD wave modes), but rather to show by considering the
resonant manifolds in the limit of small compressibility that
the physical picture of spectral densities redistribution may
differ signiﬁcantly from the incompressible case. The main
difference is that transfer along the strong uniform magnetic
ﬁeld is no longer forbidden; the way by which this transfer
is allowed is similar to acoustic waves, namely along rays in
all directions (Newell and Aucoin, 1971; L’vov et al., 1997),
but in addition, we have transfer through tilted planes and
spheres. The two last mechanisms ﬁnd their origin in the
interaction between magnetic and acoustic waves.
3.1 MHD waves
We consider now the 3D compressible inviscid MHD equa-
tions
∂tρ + ∇(ρ v) = 0, (16)
∂tv + v · ∇v = −
∇P
ρ
+
1
µ0ρ
(∇ × B) × B , (17)
∂tB = −∇ × (B × v), (18)
P = P0(
ρ
ρ0
)γ , (19)
∇ · B = 0, (20)
where ρ is the density and γ the polytropic index. Note that
since we consider polytropic gas (19), we do not have any
entropy waves such as those found in the works of Webb et
al. (1999, 2000). We consider waves with small amplitude in
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introduce the following notations
B = B0 ˆ ek + B0b1 , (21)
v =  CAv1 , (22)
ρ = ρ0 + ρ0ρ1 , (23)
where   1, CA ≡ B0/
√
µ0ρ0 is the Alfv´ en speed and
ˆ ek = (0,0,1). Let us use a 2.5D geometry to derive the
well-known dispersion relations. MHD equations linearised
and expressed in terms of the dimensionless variables (21)–
(23) give in the Fourier space (the symbol ˆ stands for the
Fourier transform)
∂t ˆ W = −iCAk



 


0 MA sinθ 0 MA cosθ 0 0
MA sinθ 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 −cosθ
MA cosθ 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 −cosθ 0 0 0



 


ˆ W , (24)
where ˆ W ≡ (MA ˆ ρ1, ˆ v1x, ˆ v1y, ˆ v1z, ˆ b1x/cosθ, ˆ b1y), MA ≡
CS/CA, Cs ≡
√
γP0/ρ0 is the sound speed, k =
k(sinθ,0,cosθ), θ = \ (k,B0) and k = |k|. Note that in (24)
the divergence free condition for the magnetic ﬁeld is used to
reduce the initial system of seven variables to six variables.
With this choice of variables, the expression for total energy
of the system per unit volume ET (the sum of kinetic, mag-
netic and internal energies) is then simply written as
hETi =
B2
0
2µ0
+
P0
γ − 1
+
1
2
2ρ0 C2
A
6 X
`=1
hW2
`i, (25)
where W` is the `-th component of W. The diagonalisation
of the matrix leads ﬁnally to the well-known dispersion rela-
tions (see e.g. Jeffrey and Taniuti (1964))
∂tAs
j(k) + iωs
jAs
j(k) = 0, (26)
ωs
j = sωj(k) = sk CA Mj (j = 1,2,3), (27)
M1 ≡ MF
=

1 + M2
A +
s
(1 + M2
A)2 − 4M2
A cos2 θ
2


1/2
, (28)
M2 ≡ MS
=

1 + M2
A −
s
(1 + M2
A)2 − 4M2
A cos2 θ
2


1/2
, (29)
M3 = cosθ , (30)
where MF/S and MA are, respectively, the phase velocity of
fast/slow magneto-acoustic wave and Alfv´ en wave; s = ±
refers to the direction of propagation of waves; the normal
vector is
As(k) =



−1
2(M2
F−M2
S){MA sinθ( ˆ W1 + sMS ˆ W4) + (M2
S − 1)( ˆ W5 − sMF ˆ W2)}
1
2(M2
F−M2
S){MA sinθ( ˆ W1 + sMF ˆ W4) + (M2
F − 1)( ˆ W5 − sMS ˆ W2)}
1
2{ ˆ W6 − s ˆ W3}


. (31)
Then, after having inverted the previous system to express
ˆ W in terms of the normal vector, we can write the expres-
sions for the invariants of compressible MHD whose density
spectra are for total energy (at order 2)
ET(k) = ρ0 C2
A{2(1 − M2
F)q+−
11 (k)
+2(1 − M2
S)q+−
22 (k) + q++
33 (k) + q−−
33 (k)}, (32)
and for the cross-correlation (whose deﬁnition is EC =
1
2hv · Bi in the physical space)
EC(k) =
1
2
(q−−
33 (k) − q++
33 (k)), (33)
where the energy tensor is deﬁned as
q
s1s2
j1j2(k)δ(k + k0) ≡ hA
s1
j1(k)A
s2
j2(k0)ie
−i(ω
s1
j1+ω
s2
j2)t
= ha
s1
j1(k)a
s2
j2(k0)i. (34)
The last invariant, the magnetic helicity HM, is null in the
weak turbulence limit, since it involves terms of type q
s1s2
3 j
with j = 1,2.
The normal vector is the starting point to derive in the
interacting representation the fundamental equation for the
wave amplitude, where the slow variation in time is due to
weak nonlinearities. Formally, this equation may be written
as146 S. Galtier et al.: On wave turbulence in MHD
∂tas
j(k,t) = i
Z
C
j,s
m,n,s1,s2(k,κ,L)as1
m(κ)as2
n (L)
·ei(sωj(k)−s1ωm(κ)−s2ωn(L))tδk,κL dκL , (35)
where the rule of summation over repeated indices is as-
sumed (i.e. for m, n, s1 and s2). The interacting coefﬁcient
C
j,s
m,n,s1,s2(k,κ,L), which contains information on nonlin-
earities, is generally much more complicated than in the in-
compressible case. Zero interacting coefﬁcients are observed
for
C
j,s
m,n,s1,s2 = 0 for j = 1,2 and
(m = 3; n = 1,2
or
m = 1,2; n = 3
, (36)
C
j,s
m,n,s1,s2 = 0 for j = 3 and
(m = n
or
n,m = 1,2
. (37)
In particular, it means that for this choice of geometry if
Alfv´ en waves are initially absent, they cannot be produced
by nonlinearities (Nakariakov et al., 1997). The exponen-
tially oscillating term in (35) plays a fundamental role in
the closure procedure: its exponent should not vanish when
k = κ + L. We shall look now for the resonant manifold’s
solution of the system
sωj(k) = s1ωm(κ) + s2ωn(L),
k = κ + L. (38)
But, in the general case, it is not an easy task to solve this
system; therefore, in the next section, we will restrict our
attention to the weakly compressible limit.
3.2 Weakly compressible limit in 3D
We want to determine the resonant manifolds for three-wave
interactions in the 3D case in the weakly compressible limit.
As it was explained before in incompressible MHD, the res-
onant manifolds foliate wavevector space, which leads to an
absence of energy transfer along the main magnetic ﬁeld.
We will see that this transfer is no longer forbidden when
magneto-acoustic waves are taken into account.
The starting point of our study is the function
h(κ;k) = s1ωm(κ) + s2ωn(k − κ) − sωj(k). (39)
The resonant manifold M is then deﬁned as the ensemble of
κ (s, s1, s2 and k given) for which h(κ;k) = 0. As it will
be explained later, we are also interested to know if these
resonances are double, i.e. if in the Taylor expansion of h in
the neighbourhood of M
h(κ;k) = h(κ(0);k) + (κ − κ(0)) · ∇κh(κ(0);k) + ...
(κ(0) ∈ M) (40)
the gradient is zero or not. Indeed the presence of double res-
onances may change the asymptotic according to the dimen-
sion of the problem. This is true, for example, for acoustic
waves (Newell and Aucoin, 1971; L’vov et al., 1997).
In the weakly compressible limit (MA → +∞, CA ﬁnite)
we have
ωF(k) = k CA(MA +
sin2 θ
2
1
MA
) + O(
1
M3
A
), (41)
ωS(k) = kk CA + O(
1
M2
A
), (42)
ωA(k) = kk CA , (43)
which means that slow magneto-acoustic waves degenerate
with the Alfv´ en waves. At the main order the gradient of h
reads (only the projection on n, vector normal to the reso-
nant manifold M, is considered since the tangential part is
automatically null)
∇κh · n = −[FF/S(κ) + FF/S(k − κ)]κ2
+ FF/S(k − κ)k · κ − s2 ωF/S(k − κ)
·
(kkκ⊥ − k⊥κk)
(k − κ)2 , (44)
with
FF/S(k) = ±s
C2
A
ωF/S(k)
k⊥kk
k2 , (45)
where a positive sign must be taken for F and a negative sign
for S. In particular, we note the useful property
FF/S(ak) = FF/S(k)/|a|. (46)
For Alfv´ en waves, we note that
∇κ ωA(κ) = −∇κ ωA(k − κ) = CA ˆ ek . (47)
We are now going to consider the different possibilities for
three-wave interactions.
3.2.1 FFF interaction
For interaction between three fast magneto-acoustic waves
(FFF), we have to solve at the main order
h(κ;k) = CS (s1κ + s2|k − κ| − sk) = 0. (48)
If we do not consider the trivial case s = −s1 = −s2 for
which the solution is made by three null vectors, the reso-
nances always occur between wave vectors purely collinear.
More precisely, if we deﬁne κ = αk, we have
α ≤ 0 if s = −s1 = s2 , (49)
0 ≤ α ≤ 1 if s = s1 = s2 , (50)
1 ≤ α if s = s1 = −s2 . (51)
TherepresentationoftheresonantmanifoldsinFourier-space
is given in Fig. 1. We observe the same situation as for pure
acoustic waves: the resonant manifolds correspond to rays in
all directions. From (45) and (46) we see that we have, in
fact, double resonances where both h and ∇kh vanish on the
resonant manifold.S. Galtier et al.: On wave turbulence in MHD 147
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Fig. 1. A representation of the resonant manifolds in Fourier-space
for FFF interaction. In the weakly compressible limit it is deﬁned as
the ensemble of κ for which h(κ;k) = CS (s1κ+s2|k−κ|−sk) =
0. Similar to acoustic turbulence the resonant manifold is composed
of rays.
3.2.2 SSS/SSA/SAA/AAA interaction
Interaction between three slow magneto-acoustic waves
(SSS) gives
h(κ;k) = CA ((s1 − s2)κk − (s − s2)kk) = 0. (52)
For case s = s1 = s2, the relation is always satisﬁed which
means that the closure procedure does not work. However,
this conclusion depends, of course, on the value of the in-
teracting coefﬁcient. This point will be discussed in Sect.
3.3. For s = s1 = −s2, the resonant manifold is the plane
κk = kk; for s = −s1 = s2, it is the plane κk = 0; and for
−s = s1 = s2, it is the plane kk = 0 (so for κk = 0). Double
resonances are observed for cases s1 = s2. For interactions
of type SSA, SAA and AAA, the resonance conditions are
the same and so are the results. Note that we already know
for incompressible MHD (AAA) that interacting coefﬁcients
are non-zero only for s1 = −s2. A representation of the res-
onant manifolds in Fourier-space is given in Fig. 2. It shows
planes perpendicular to the background magnetic ﬁeld direc-
tion: the resonant manifolds foliate wavevector space.
3.2.3 FFS/FFA interaction
Interaction between two fast and one slow magneto-acoustic
waves (FFS) leads to (if the S-wave is supported on the wave-
vector k)
h(κ;k) = CS (s1κ + s2|k − κ|) = 0. (53)
k
k   (=k . Bo )
Planes
Planes
Fig. 2. A representation of the resonant manifolds in Fourier-
space for SSS/SSA/SAA/AAA interaction. In the weakly com-
pressiblelimititisdeﬁnedastheensembleofκ forwhichh(κ;k) =
CA ((s1 − s2)κk − (s − s2)kk) = 0. Similar to Alfv´ enic turbulence
(AAA) the resonant manifolds foliate k space: they are composed
of planes perpendicular to the background magnetic ﬁeld direction.
When s1 = s2, the trivial solution is κ = 0; otherwise, the
resonant manifold is deﬁned by κ = |k − κ|, which deﬁnes
a (tilted) plane intersecting k at the middle of its length. If
the S-wave is supported on the wavevector k − κ, the non-
trivial solution for the resonant manifolds is κ = k, which
deﬁnes a sphere of radius k. Finally, if the S-wave is sup-
portedonthewavevectorκ, thentheresonantmanifoldisjust
κ = 0. The resonances are generally simple except if vectors
are collinear. Interaction between two fast magneto-acoustic
waves and one Alfv´ en wave (FFA) leads to the same type of
results. A representation of non-trivial resonant manifolds in
Fourier-space is given in Fig. 3: it shows tilted planes and
spheres.
3.2.4 FSS/FSA/FAA interaction
For interaction between one fast and two slow magneto-
acoustic waves (FSS), the resonant manifold is readily ob-
tained: in the weakly compressible limit, the wavevector
which supports the F-wave has to be zero. Then the reso-
nant manifold is deﬁned by κ = 0, or κ = k (if we do not
consider the irrelevant case k = 0). We only have simple
resonances. Interaction of type FSA and FAA gives the same
kind of results. Since the resonant manifolds are trivial, a
geometrical representation will not be given.148 S. Galtier et al.: On wave turbulence in MHD
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Fig. 3. A representation of the resonant manifolds in Fourier-space for FFS/FFA interaction. In the weakly compressible limit it is deﬁned
as the ensemble of κ for which h(κ;k) = CS (s1κ + s2|k − κ|) = 0. The non-trivial resonant manifold is composed of tilted planes and
spheres.
3.3 General discussion
The resonant manifolds in weakly compressible MHD are
richer than for the incompressible case. A representation of
the resonant manifolds in Fourier-space is given in Figs. 1-3.
By revealing the geometry of the resonant manifolds it gives
us an idea of how the spectral densities can redistribute along
the mean magnetic ﬁeld direction B0. Indeed, the weak tur-
bulenceformalismleadstothederivationofkineticequations
in Fourier-space for the redistribution of spectrum densities
(such as energy spectrum) via resonant exchange between
the three waves k, κ and L lying on the manifold M. There-
fore, we see that an energy redistribution along the B0 direc-
tion may appear in the weak compressible MHD turbulence
regime: it may appear ﬁrst along rays, i.e. by a resonance
between collinear wave vectors, secondly along spheres, and
thirdly along tilted planes. The ﬁrst mechanism of redistribu-
tion is similar to what we know for acoustic waves (Newell
and Aucoin, 1971; L’vov et al., 1997) since in the weakly
compressible limit, F-waves tend to be pure acoustic waves.
However, the last two mechanisms involving interaction be-
tween F-waves and S- or A-waves are completely new. Note
ﬁnally, that in the weak compressible limit, a similar reso-
nant manifold for Alfv´ enic waves is obtained for three-wave
interactionsinvolvingS-andA-waves. Notethata1DAnsatz
(as found in Webb et al., 2000) leaves the FFF resonant man-
ifolds (rays) unchanged, whereas the resonant manifolds of
all of the other processes degenerate into points.
It is likely that these different mechanisms of redistribu-
tion do not have the same efﬁciency at large MA. (Note that
the fast speed of waves does not automatically mean that the
nonlinear processes are fast!) To ﬁnd the relative strength
of the different three-wave processes, one has to take into ac-
count the competition between the asymptotic decrease of in-
teraction coefﬁcients and the asymptotic ampliﬁcation since
some waves become less dispersive for large MA (the fre-
quency Jacobian becomes large in the collisional integral).
The exact answer depends on the asymptotic behaviour in the
weakly compressible limit of the collisional integral, which
is yet to be derived. At the level of this study, we can only
speculate about it and outline different physical possibili-
ties. For example, the most efﬁcient mechanism could be a
transfer along spheres. This mechanism does not degenerate
Fourier-space by foliating it into noninteracting manifolds
and thus, energy can be redistributed throughout k-space.
Consequently, the study of other sub-redistributions, which
could appear later, is unnecessary. However, if the most efﬁ-
cienttransfermechanismdegeneratestheFourier-space, such
as a transfer along planes or rays, then it is relevant to know
the second most efﬁcient mechanism of transfer, because it
will tell us how the redistribution takes place at different time
scales. For instance, we can imagine a transfer dominated by
Alfv´ enic turbulence, i.e. along planes perpendicular to the
B0 direction. For this scenario, we see that our knowledge
of Alfv´ enic turbulence (Galtier et al., 2000) could be use-
ful to describe the dynamics at least for small times. On the
other hand, if the dominant transfer occurs, similar to pure
acoustic waves, i.e. along rays, then the acoustic turbulence
developed in Newell and Aucoin (1971) and in L’vov et al.
(1997) provides the theory for small times. We see that, in
any case, the competition between the different mechanisms
gives a richness that we do not have for afv´ enic turbulence.
An important other question is about the presence (or ab-
sence)ofdoubleresonances. Accordingtothepreviousstudy,S. Galtier et al.: On wave turbulence in MHD 149
relevant double resonances are observed for FFF, SSS, SSA
and SAA interactions. The presence of double resonances
can signiﬁcantly affect the asymptotic behaviour of certain
singular integrals of the form
Z +∞
−∞
g(κ,k)1(h)dκ , (54)
with
1(h) =
eiht − 1
ih
, (55)
whose evaluation is required in obtaining the closure equa-
tions (this point is studied in detail in Newell and Aucoin
(1971)). Brieﬂy, the reason is that the major contribution to
(54) is due to values of κ near a zero of h(κ;k). If double
resonances are present, i.e. if in the Taylor expansion (40)
the gradient is zero, then the behaviour of (54) is essentially
governed by the next term in the Taylor expansion, which
depends on the dimension of the problem. But, as stated pre-
viously, such a conclusion depends, of course, on the asymp-
totic behaviour of interaction coefﬁcients and of the Jacobian
in the collisional integral.
4 Conclusion
The main result of the present paper is a derivation and
a discussion of the fundamental differences between weak
Alfv´ enic turbulence and weak MHD turbulence in the
weakly compressible limit, at the level of three-wave inter-
actions. It is shown that the main difference is in the struc-
ture of the resonant manifolds and the possible mechanisms
of redistribution of spectral densities along the background
magnetic ﬁeld direction B0. However, the relative strength
of the different three-wave processes can only be revealed
by going further in the calculation. The ﬁnal goal of such a
study is the derivation of a complete weak MHD turbulence
theory. This work is currently in progress.
Weak MHD turbulence is a useful theoretical framework
to understand media, such as solar wind or the interstellar
medium. It gives important information about the effects of
a strong magnetised anisotropy on the dynamics of turbu-
lent plasmas. The study in the incompressible case suggests
that the energy spectrum of such media, where a moderate
anisotropyismeasured, mustbesteeperthanthephenomeno-
logical IK’s prediction (in k−3/2) for isotropic turbulence.
Does it mean that the steeper spectrum observed in the so-
lar wind is a signature of the IK spectrum modiﬁed by the
presence of anisotropy? To answer this important question,
it would be interesting to make new analyses of in situ space
plasma data where the dependence of the spectral index in
the degree of anisotropy would be investigated.
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